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CEO Bjorn Bijster from Glimm Screens BV has established
an exclusive alliance with Marvel Digital LTD
Marvel Digital is a company who is producing and developing 3D TV without
glasses.
They started a new production line in Sheng Zhen China and they asked
Glimm Screens to install and support them with the holographic solutions
like Pepper ghost.
Mr Lee the President of Marvel Digital (and Minister of China) and technical director Max Chow succesfully followed a two days training of Glimm
Screens at the Glimm academy in Holland. CEO Bjorn Bijster has contracted
them for an exclusive partnership for China and Hong Kong.

www.marveldigital.com

Bjorn Bijster has visited Marvel Digital to support them with
an installation set up in Hong Kong for the opening of the first
Holographic show room in China. Glimm Screens BV will display
their holographic products and will make some further developments on Holographic projections like holographic pyramids. The
showroom is ready and people can see a real size Hologram of
4m x 4m in China and Hong Kong now.

In the meantime Marvel Digital will introduce also for Glimm the first 3D TV without glasses. This will be available for Glimm in 2015 and they
are showing it on CES USA already. Marvel has installed 5-6 holographic set ups now with the projection foil from Glimm Screens, which is
available in 2m, 3m, 4m, 6m width and 50 meter length. This will be producted by Glimm.
The partner of Glimm Screens and Marvel are going to install the first Holographic Pyramid in Italy on the EXPO ITALY 2015. In the Egypt Hall.
The pyramid will be 5m x 5m big and will be the same we have done for the Historical Museum In Bologna in 2014 In Italy.
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